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measured. Preliminary regression model reveal that total
sperm concentration was negatively associated with the level
of FSH and estradiol (p = 0,021 and p = 0,012, respectively)
which is consistent with previous studies conducted by other
authors.
Conclusions:
Further analysis are necessary to clarify the association between
environmental exposure and male reproductive health.
Key messages:
� There are many hypotheses in the increase of male

infertility. The study analysis the impact of different lifestyle
and environmental factors on male reproductive health.
� The initial analysis indicate that total sperm concentration

was negatively associated with the level of FSH and estradiol.
Further analysis will be conducted.
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Background:
Mediterranean Diet (MD) is associated with decreased risk of
many non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and weight main-
tenance. No study has been conducted to better understand
MD adherence among University students, especially future
teachers and future experts in nutrition, in North East of Italy.
Our pilot study represents a first exploration in this field
among this population.
Methods:
This is a single-center, observational pilot survey. We enrolled
>18 years Educational Sciences (ES) and Food Science (FS)
University students attending Hygiene and Epidemiology
lessons in March 2018. We performed the survey with a
Mediterranean diet validated questionnaire and calculated the
MD score. Based on previous studies on MD score, students
were classified into High-MD adherence (score 6-14) and low-
MD adherence group (score <6). Comparisons between groups
were performed using a t-test, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test,
chi square test and logistic regression models as appropriate. We
also evaluated BMI (body mass index) and smoke habits.
Results:
We collected and analysed 82 questionnaires: 14.6% (12)
students resulted to have low MD adherence (median:5,
IQR:1) and 85.4% (70) resulted to have high MD adherence
(median: 8, IQR:2). Students’ BMI was predominantly in the
normal-weight range (median: 21,7, IQR: 4,03). Moreover,
14.6% (12) students (mean: 22 years old; SD:2) were smokers
and, among non-smokers (70), 11% (9) were ex-smokers.
We performed logistic regressions that showed no clear
association between MD adherence and university course (FS
vs ES) (OR: 2.14, CI 95%: 0.43-10.63) and between MD and
BMI (OR:1.12, CI 95% 0.88-1.42).
Conclusions:
Our pilot study shows good levels of MD adherence and
attention to health status (low smoking habits prevalence and
mean BMI). Further studies in larger samples and among other
university courses are needed to confirm our findings.
Key messages:
� Mediterranean Diet adherence among the two university

courses studied is high.
� Studies in different degree courses are needed to evaluate

differences in nutrition and healthy habits among students.
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Problem:
Directive 98/83/EC was transposed in Bulgaria via national
regulation 9/2001 which introduced maximum values (MV)
indicators, deviations, monitoring, results, informing. There is
unfulfilment by some indicators.
Description of the problem
In Bulgaria operated underground 6216 (96%) and 4% surface
water sources (WS) but the amount of surface water fed are
little more than 50%. Public water supply is realized in 2635
zones (Z): 179 are large (> 1000 m3/day), 2034 small Z, 422
very small Z (<10 m3/day).
Results:
Monitoring registered MV deviations from following
indicators:
Microbiological (E.coli, Enterococci) - 40249 samples analyzed
in 2015, show a standard of 95.7%, and after 2008 this
indicator is held annually in the 95-96% range. Nonstandard is
highest in smallest Z - 5.1%, 2.9% small Z, 0.9% big Z.
Nitrate - a multi-year problem for intensive farming areas,
predominantly in small Z (198 Z < 1000 m3/day) in 16 of 28
administrative areas where average annual values are pre-
dominantly in range of 50-100 mg/l. According to survey data
for 2005-2007 inhabitants consuming abnormal values water
are 218 013 (2.75%).
Increased mean values for (F) fluorine - 2-3 times >1.5 mg/l
recorded in small Z, exposed population of several thousand
inhabitants. Underground water sources located near deposits
of F natural mineral waters are affected.
Averages chrome (Cr) 1,5-2 times >0.05 mg/l is present in 23
small Z with a few thousand rural population. Contamination
is associated with naturally higher content of Cr in loess cover
of Danube Plain.
Annual organoleptic irregularity rarely exceeds 3-4% of total
sample number.
Lessons:
There has been an improvement in the standard of drinking
water during the implementation of the Directive. The
deviations are due to natural (geological) increased content
of some elements in the earth’s crust. In areas with intensive
application of nitrogen fertilizers the water from shallow
groundwater bodies often contains excess nitrates.
Key messages:
� For large water supply areas serving the majority of

population, drinking water complying with Directive 98/83.
� For 3% of Bulgarian rural population nonstandard water is

supplied according to a nitrate indicator.
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Background:
Prevalence of physical inactivity increases throughout the
pregnancy, and as much as 90% of pregnant women world-
wide do not meet recommended levels of physical activity. The
aim of our study was to examine if the level of physical activity
before pregnancy influences the level of physical activity during
the first trimester.
Methods:
We conducted a cross sectional study, as a part of a larger
randomized clinical trial on physical activity in pregnancy. The
study was conducted between January and March of 2018, at
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